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LOCALLY COMPACT FULL HOMEOMORPHISM
GROUPS ARE ZERO-DIMENSIONAL

JAMES KEESLING

Abstract. Let X be a metric space and let G(X) be the space

of homeomorphisms of X with the compact open topology.

Theorem. If G(X) is locally compact, then it is zero-dimensional.

Some examples are also given of metric spaces X for which

C(X) is compact.

Introduction. Let Ibea metric space and G(X) be the set of all

homeomorphisms of X onto X endowed with the compact open

topology. In [9, Theorem 7] de Groot showed that algebraically

G(X) may be any group. In [7] Cook showed that G(X) may be

topologically a Cantor set with X a metric continuum. In [5]

Brechner showed that G(X) may be algebraically and topologically

any countable infinite product of finite cyclic groups with X a one-

dimensional Peano continuum. The main theorem of this paper

shows that the zero-dimensionality of the examples in [5] and [7] is

an essential feature. We prove that if G(X) is locally compact, then it

is zero-dimensional. In contradistinction to this result it is known

that G(X) may be one-dimensional or infinite-dimensional [6]. The

principal tool in our proof is the work of Beck in [3]. A function

space result is also proved in this paper which improves some of the

results in [4] and [8]. This result is then used in the proof of the main

theorem. In the last section of the paper it is shown that for any

cardinal a, G(X) may be topologically and algebraically Z2 where Z2

is the discrete group with two elements.

Preliminaries. Throughout the paper let X and Y be regular Pi

topological spaces and let Yx denote the set of all continuous func-

tions from X into Y. For a set A EX and BEY let (A, B) be the set of

all functions/G Yx such that/(^4) CP- We topologize Yx by taking as

a subbase all sets of the form (K, V) where KEX is compact and

VE Y is open. The topology so defined is called the compact open

topology or c-topology as in [10, p. 257]. Of course G(X)EXX, but

G(X) may not be a topological group in the c-topology. In [2] Arens
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gives conditions on X under which G(X) is a topological group. If H

is a subgroup of G(X), then H may be a topological group even though

G(X) is not. We show that if H is locally compact, then if is a topo-

logical group which improves results in [8] and [4, pp. 305-308]. For

background in function spaces see [4], [lO],and [13].

By a flow on X is meant a topological group action of the additive

reals F:RXX—+X. The invariant set of the flow F is the set

S = {xEX: F(t, x)=xîor all tER]-

If Ä is a homeomorphism of X onto X, then the support of h is the

set supp h = {x E X : h (x) 9e x ]. Clearly supp h is an open set.

1. A function space result. We now show that if ii is a subgroup of

G(X) and locally compact in the c-topology, then H is a topological

group. It is also shown that if X is a &-space, then the evaluation map

is an effective action of H on X.

Lemma 1. If C is a compact set of functions in Yx and K is a com-

pact set in X, then Q = {f(x) :/G C and x EK ] is compact.

Proof. Let { Ua:aEA ] be a cover of Q by open sets of Y. Let

F(A) be the set of finite subsets of A. For BEF(A) define U(B)

= U„e£ Ua. Now if f EC, then by the continuity of /, f[K] is com-

pact. Since f[K]EQ there must be a BEF(A) such that f[K]

EU(B).Thus CCUbefu) (K, U(B)). Since C is compact, there is a

finite collection {Bu ■ ■ • ,Bn] in F (A) such that CEV^i (K, U(Bt)).

If we let A' = \]'¡=i Bi, then one can easily show that <2CUaeA' Ua.

This shows the compactness of Q.

Lemma 2. Let C be a compact subset of Yx and T:ZYXYX^>ZX be

defined by T(g,f) — g of. Then T\ ZrXCiscontinuous.

Proof. Let gEZY and fE Yx. Let KCX be compact and VEZ be

open such that gofE(K, V). Let O be open in Y such that/[.rv]

EOEÖEg-l(V). Now (K, Ô)ÇYX is a closed set in the func-

tion space. Let C = CC\(K, 0). Then C is compact. Let Q

= {h(x)'.xEK and hEC']. By Lemma 1, Q is compact. Now (K, 0)

C\C is a neighborhood of / in C and (Q, V) is a neighborhood of g in

ZY with T(q, h)E(K, V) for all hE(K, 0)(~\C and all qE(Q, V).
Therefore T\ ZYXC is continuous.

Theorem 1. If H is a subgroup of G(X) and locally compact in the

c-topology, then H is a topological group. If in addition X is a k-space,

then H acts effectively on X.

Proof. By Lemma 2, composition is continuous on H and thus H is
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a topological semigroup. A locally compact topological semigroup

which is also an algebraic group is a topological group by a theorem of

Ellis [ll]. Thus if is a topological group. For the last part of the

theorem, if X is a ¿-space, then so is HXX. Thus the evaluation map

w(h, x)=h(x) is continuous on HXX to X by [10, Corollary 3.2, p.

261 ]. This is an effective group action of if on X.

Remark. It is well known that if F:GXX—>X is an effective action

of the compact group G on X, then the natural map F:G^G(X) is an

imbedding of G in G(X). So one may study effective actions of com-

pact groups on X by studying groups of homeomorphisms of X which

are compact in the c-topology. However, one cannot do this for

locally compact groups G. A locally compact group G may act effec-

tively on X by F:GXX^>X in such a way that the natural map

F:G^>G(X) is not an imbedding. An example of this is an irrational

flow on the torus.

Remark. Theorem 1 shows that there is an error in [8, p. 675]

where Dieudonné essentially claims that H may be locally compact in

the c-topology and yet not a topological group.

2. A remark about flows. The very elegant result of Beck [3] is

used in the proof of our main result. However, the statement of his

theorem is not as strong as we would like it to be. One can easily

verify that Beck actually proved the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (Beck). Let X be a metric space and F:RXX—*X be a

flow on X with invariant set S. Then for any closed set S' containing S one

can construct a new flow F':RXX-^>X whose invariant set is S'.

Moreover, for any xEX — S' with orbit 0(x) under F, the orbit of x under

F' is just the set of points which can be joined to x by an arc in 0(x)—S'.

3. The main result. We need the following two technical lemmas

before proving our main theorem.

Lemma 3. Let xEX and let 11 be a neighborhood of the identity e in

G(X) in the c-topology. Then there is a neighborhood U of x in X such

that {hEG(X):supphEU}EclL-

Proof. We may take <U = n?=1 (2^, V,)C\GiX) where K¡ is com-

pact and Vi is open in X with PJ,C V{. We may also suppose that if

x$Kit then x$Vt. Let tf^íW, F^r^fW,. X-Vt). Then
xE U and U is open in X. Let gEG{X) have its support in U. Let

yEKi. Then if y£ U, then giy) =yG Vt. On the other hand, if yG U,
then xEVi. Thus UE Vi. Since giy)E U, g(y)E Vi. This implies that

gGD?=1 (Ki, Vi).
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Lemma 4. Suppose that {gi] is a collection of homeomorphisms of X

with {xi} and {y,} subsets of X satisfying:

(1) g(xi)=yt,

(2) supp gir\suppgj = 0 for allÍ9¿j,

(3) Cl\xi)r\Cl{yi}=0,and
(4) Cl {Xi ] is compact.

Then {gi] is closed and discrete in the function space G(X) in the c-

topology.

Proof. Suppose that g is a limit point of {gi} in G(X). Then let

XjEV with V open and Ff^Cljy,} =0. There is only one gi such

that gi(xj)(£V, namely g¡. If g(xá)^V, then g is not a limit point of

the set {gi}. Thus g(x,)EV for every neighborhood V of Xj. This

implies that g(x,)=Xj for all j. Therefore g|Cl{x,} is the identity.

Let£ = Cl{*<} and KEVEV EX-Cl{yi] with V open in X. Then
(K, V) is a neighborhood of g containing no g„ a contradiction.

Therefore the set {g,} has no limit points and is closed and discrete in

G(X).

Lemma 5. If G is a nontrivial connected locally compact topological

group, then G has a nontrivial one parameter subgroup.

Proof. This is well known. See for instance p. 175 and Theorem 1,

p. 192, of [14].

Theorem 3. If X is a metric space and G(X) is locally compact, then

dimG(X) = 0.

Proof. Let us first observe that we may assume that X does not

contain any free arcs, that is, any arcs whose interiors are open in the

space. If there is a free arc [a, b] in X whose interior (a, b) is open in

X, then letting H= {hEG(X):h\X-(a, b) is the identity} we get

that H is a closed subgroup of G(X) which is not locally compact.

Actually H is homeomorphic to separable infinite-dimensional Hubert

space [l ]. So, assume that X has no free arcs. Now assume that G(X)

is locally compact and not zero-dimensional. Then G(X) is a topo-

logical group by Theorem 1. In a locally compact topological group

zero-dimensionality is equivalent to total disconnectedness, since

this is true for locally compact paracompact spaces and such a group

is paracompact [12, Theorem 8.13, p. 76]. Thus the component of the

identity, Go, of G(X) is not trivial. Thus Go is a nontrivial connected

locally compact topological group. By Lemma 5, Go contains a non-

trivial one parameter subgroup /:i£—>G0. Since X is a ¿-space [10,

9.3, p. 248] we get that F(t, x) =f(t)(x) is continuous from RXX to X
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and is a nontrivial flow on X by Theorem 1. Let x be a point which

has a nondegenerate orbit under the action of P. Let 11 be an arbitrary

neighborhood of e in G(X) and let U be an open set in X containing x

such that if supp gE U, then gGIt as in Lemma 3. We also assume

that no points of the invariant set of F are in U. Our plan now is to

construct a countably infinite set of homeomorphisms {¿¿j^i such

that supp giE U for all i with {gil^i closed and discrete in G(X). By

the choice of U, {gi}"~iC1l and thus 11 cannot have compact closure

inG(X).

Claim. There is a set of homeomorphisms of X, {g>}¡°.i, such that

supp giE U for all i with {g.}," i closed and discrete in G(X).

Proof of Claim. Let t be a small enough positive real number that

A = \F(t, x)'. —2t¿1¿2t\ is contained in U and is a simple arc.

Since X has no free arcs, there is a sequence of points xt converging to

x such that x&A for all i. Let B= {Fit, x):-T¿t¿r\ and P¿

= {Fit, Xi):-r¿t¿T\. Then Bfr\B = 0 for all i, for if zGP.HP,
then z=F(t, x) = Fit', x,) with |*|, 11'\ <.r and F(t-t', x) =x{. This

would imply that x,EA since \t —1'\ ¿2t. Thus BiC\B = 0. We claim

now that there is a subsequence {B^}^i such that BijC\Bih = 0 for

j^k with BijE U for all j. We construct such a subsequence induc-

tively. By the continuity of P the Pj's are finally in U. Let P!X be

such that for all *s=*i, BiEU. Suppose that there is a subsequence

{Pi,};.! such that Btjr\Bil^0 for all j. Let ZjEB^CsB^ and let

Uy| ^t be such that F(tj, Xij)=Zj. There is a subsequence of {/,-}

which converges to t0 in [— t, t]. Call the subsequence {tj} also. By

the continuity of P we have F(t¡, Xi/) converges to F(to, x). But

F(h> Xij)EB{l for all/. Thus F(t0, x)GP<i contradicting the fact that

Br\Bi, = 0. We have now shown that there exists an i2>ii such that

for i^ii, BiC\Biy = 0. In a similar fashion get an ¿»>*î such that for

i^H, BiC\Bi1 = 0. Continuing inductively we get a sequence

{Piy};=1 with P<,Cl7 for all/ and Biir\Bik = 0 for all jV/fe. Resub-
script and call this subsequence {P,}," x. Now let { Ui}Z.i be a collec-

tion of open sets in X satisfying

(1) UiEUioralli;
(2) P<Ct/.for alii;and

(3) UiC\Uj = 0iori*j.
Such a collection of {TVs exists since the B/s are disjoint and the set

F[[—t, t]X {xí}\j{x] ] is compact in X. Now let Fi be a flow on X

having invariant set X— U, as in Theorem 2. By Theorem 2, Pj is a

subset of the orbit of xt under the flow Fi. Thus there is a tiER such

that Pi(/,-, xt) = Fir, *<). Let g¡ be the homeomorphism of X defined

by g,(z) = Fi(ti, z) for all zEX. Then gi(Xi) = F(r, x/). If we let y<

= gi(Xi),  then we note that Cl|x,} = {a:*}U{#}   is compact and
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Cl{yf} = {y¿}U{F(r, *)}. Thus Cl{xi}r\Cl{yi} = 0. Thus the
collection {g<}i" i satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4 and is closed and

discrete in G(X). Since supp giEUiEU, this collection satisfies the

conditions of the claim. We have now proved the claim and thus the

theorem.

4. Examples of compact full groups of homeomorphisms. We now

show that if a is any cardinal and Z2 is the two element group (0, 1}

with discrete topology and addition modulo two, then there is a

metric space X with G(X) topologically and algebraically Z2.

Lemma 6. For any cardinal a there is a collection of one-dimensional

metric spaces {Xß'.ßEB} suchthat

(1) 151=«;
(2) for ß j¿y in B, Xßis not homeomorphic to Xy ; and

(3) the only homeomorphism h:Xß—rXß is the identity for all ß in B.

Proof. Let Tß be a collection of infinite cardinals such that Tß

— lií=i Tß,i is a partition of Tß with (1) Tßti= {X} a single cardinal

and (2) | T^.í+i| =sup {X:XGU]=i Tß,j}. We also want the collection

{Tß'.ßEB} to be pairwise disjoint. One can easily construct this

collection by transfinite induction. Now construct Xß in the following

manner. Let X be a cardinal and n an integer and let S(K, n) be X

copies of [0, 2~n] all joined at their zeros with the metric d(x, y)

= | x — y\ for x and y on the same branch of SÇK, n) and d(x, y) = x+y

for x and y on distinct branches. Now let Xi = S(\, 1) where {X}

= r,3,i. Let Ai be the central zero of Xi. Let ^42 be the midpoints of the

branches of Xi. Then | A2\ =X= | T^,2|. Let/2:^42—*Tß,2 be a bijection.

For aEA2 attach S(f2(a), 2_1) to the point a at its center. Let X2 be Xi

union all of its new appendages S(f2(a), 2_1) with metric d2 defined by

di(x, y)=di(x, y) for x, yEXi; d2(x, y)=di(x, a)+d(a, y) for y

ES(f2(a), 2-1) and xEXi; and d2(x, y) =d(x, ai)+di(au a2)+d(y, a2)

for xES(f2(ai), 2~l) and yES(f2(a2), 2_1). Let A3 be the midpoints of

all free arcs in X2 (this includes the segments [0, a] and [a, 1 ] in Xi for

aEA2). One can easily see that |^43| =sup{X:XGr0,iUr/s,2j| = | r^,3|.

Let/3:v43—>r^,3 be a bijection. For each aEAg attach S(f3(a), 2-2) toa

at its center and let X% be X2 union its new appendages with metric d%

on Xs which extends the metric d2 as in the previous step. Repeatng

this process inductively we get an increasing sequence of metric

spaces XiEXi+i with metrics d¿ on Xi such that dt\Xj = dj for j^i.

Let X = U," i Xi with metric d(x, y) = ¿\-(x, y) for x and y in Xi. Then

d is well defined and X is a metric space. Let A = U/l t A < in the con-

struction. Letting /=Uj°l1/i we get a bijection f:A—*Tß. Now for

aEA, a has cut point order/(a) in X. Since the cardinals in Tß are

distinct, f(a)9¿f(b) for a9¿b in A. For all other points x of X, the cut
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point order of x is just one or two. Thus any homeomorphism h of X$

onto Xß must take A onto A and be the identity restricted to A.

Thus h must be the identity on Xß since A is dense. Thus each Xß

satisfies (3) of the lemma. Since TßC\Ty = 0 for ß^y in B, a similar

argument shows that Xß and Xy cannot be homeomorphic. The lemma

is now proved.

Theorem 4. Let a be a cardinal. Then there is a one-dimensional

metric space X such that G(X) is topologically and algebraically Z2.

Proof. Let {Xß'.ßEB) be a collection of metric spaces satisfying

(1), (2), and (3) of Lemma 6 for the cardinal a. Let Y be the free

topological union of the Xß's and X = {0, 1} X Y. Let/ be a homeo-

morphism of X onto itself. Then/[{o} XXß]= {nß} XXß for nß = 0or

h„ = 1. Let F:GpO-»n{0, l}fl be defined by F(f) = (nß). One can
easily see that F is a topological and algebraic equivalence.
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